ROCK NOSTALGIA
by Richard Howarth
ON Saturday night we went
and saw Fandango Jones.
You’ve probably never heard
of them.
But the pub that witnessed
their final gig was packed.
Unlike many other casualties
in the history of rock and roll,
the end came not because of
musical differences but because university now beckons
for members of the band.
They’ve been through those
other formative experiences
of a name change and line-up
changes since they started
out in GCSE days but always
played with a style and a
swagger that would surprise
the casual punter who turned
up at their local for a quiet
pint - but found live music and
a packed bar instead.
It’s an obsession – or a serious flaw – of rock fans to try
to find the most obscure name
to drop into the conversation
and it’s easy for me to try it on
with Fandango Jones.
I’ve known the rhythm
guitarist’s family for years so
I’ve got a head start on the
NME on this occasion and
The Kingswood Tavern in
Nuneaton is not the sort of
place their writers are likely to
find in a hurry.
But in the week when we’ve
seen the 25th anniversary of
Live Aid, that day when rock’s
biggest names united for a really big cause, I’ve no regrets
about flying the flag for gigs at
the opposite end of the scale.
And this is where two worlds
collide for Fandango Jones,
with two of the great hunting grounds for the next big
thing being the world they’ve
known – gigs in pubs – and
the world they are about to
inhabit – gigs in colleges and
universities.
Go to the theatre these days
and you won’t find it hard to
spot Casualty or The Bill in
the TV credits of many an
aspiring actor and in a similar
vein you don’t have to look
to hard to find a roll-call of

Never ignore
that obscure
band in the
backstreet pub
Birmingham’s pubs and clubs
in the CVs of many of those
bands the city’s rightly so
proud of.
But while we all know
the sobering tale of Decca
passing up the chance to sign
The Beatles, there’s got to be
another great raft of rock and

released their first album?
I can’t lay claim to any of
those missed opportunities –
and thank www.brumbeat.net
for the info - but went to university in October 1978 and
found places of great learning
can get it terribly wrong.
One of the first stories we

They were unimpressed by the
same boring guitar sound.
Six months later, Dire Straits
were selling millions
roll stories out there, waiting
to be told.
Anyone want to admit
they saw The Moody Blues
performing at the Carlton
Ballroom in Erdington in 1964
and didn’t take much notice?
Or if you saw The Rockin’
Chevrolets at the Bolton Pub
in Small Heath around the
same sort of time did you spot
how life might turn out for
guitarist Tony Iommi?
Or did you see him again at
the Carlton – now Mothers –
in early 1970 and realise what
was about to happen when he
and the rest of Black Sabbath

heard was how our students
union up north had been offered a free gig by The Police
to be filmed for the Rock Goes
To College series - and turned
it down because they weren’t
sure they could fill the place.
With Can’t Stand Losing
You just landing in the charts
and the band on their way to
becoming one of the biggest
groups of all time, that looked
a first class mistake. With
honours.
And while we never found
conclusive proof for all this,
there was a grudging admission that at the time the gig

was allegedly offered, The
Police were doing well in the
States but really weren’t very
famous over here.
What is beyond dispute is
that one of the first acts to
appear that autumn was a
band starting to get a bit of
attention in the music press,
Dire Straits.
A couple of friends went
along but came back unimpressed, saying all the songs
had the same boring guitar
sound.
Six months later Sultans of
Swing was released and the
rest is history as the band and
the man behind that guitar
sound went on to sell millions
upon millions of albums.
But my favourite moment
- and a cautionary tale to any
music fan - took place much
closer to home.
While I was quite happy to
say goodbye to the studying
bit of student life, I certainly wasn’t unhappy that
my fiancée started a degree
at Westhill College in Selly
Oak a year later, offering the
prospect of three more years
of all the other stuff that goes
alongside the bookwork.
With buses galore on
the Bristol Road and the

Why I love hospital radio
That moment is etched
on my brain. In a post
Apprentice interview with
BBC Asian Network, a radio
DJ asked me, ‘would you
like to be a presenter in the
future?’
‘I’d love to’ I replied before
she could finish the question. A few months later,
I was happily installed at
the Birmingham Hospital
Broadcast Network (BHBN)
studio presenting my own
show making quite the fashion
statement; humungous headphones that doubled up as an
Alice band for my wayward
hair. It’s been nine months
now, and I love it.
BHBN began life in 1952 at
the Yardley Green sanatorium
where it initially provided
live commentary of local
football matches. Its home
moved to the Warwickshire
County Cricket Ground in the

early sixties before arriving
at its present location within
the City Hospital grounds.
These days BHBN not only
boasts comprehensive live
sports coverage it also has
a programme of music and
entertainment programmes
around the clock. When we
say that we are ‘by your bedside 24 hours a day’, we really
mean it.
BHBN also lays claim to a
number of talented exports.
Alan Dedicoat, known more
familiarly as the ‘Voice of the
Balls’ has his roots at the station. BBC WM DJs Andrew
Peach and Phil Upton both
started their radio careers at
BHBN. I can vouch for the
fact that it’s a really great
place to learn the trade and
feel that you are doing your
bit for the community.
My show is a patient request
show. I venture out for my

ward round (the closest to
Holby City I will ever get) on
the morning of my show to
ask patients what they would
like me to play for them.
There are the usual requests
to hear the chart music stored
digitally but there will always
be one patient who will have
me hunting through our extensive vinyl archive to locate
their most treasured tune.
That’s the key here. With
every tune I play, I know that
someone is waiting to hear
it. It will remind them of a
poignant moment in their life
and bring a smile to their face
or a tear to their eye. I’ll often
meet a patient a second week
and they will tell me ‘I heard
you last week and I loved that
song, thank you so much’.
Music might be great for the
soul but it is at its healing best
when it is played for those
who need it most. I’m chuffed

Anita Shah
to be able to do it.
I would leave you with two
points. The first is that hospital radio still has a special
place in the hearts and minds
of patients, and to serve them
is a privilege.
The second is that even in
the crowded and competitive
world of radio, anything is
possible if you put your heart
and mind to it.

l THE SMITHS: Bottles - and homophobic insults
- were hurled when this unknown band played the
Cannock Chase Miner’s Gala in 1983.
Birmingham Odeon in full
flow, the lack of gigs at a
small college like Westhill
was not a problem.
But at the start of her second
year, I was happy to join my
other half and her friends on
the shorter trip to Birmingham
University where there was
a big event taking place for
freshers’ week – and, crucially, it was free.
There was a bar and then a
disco and then upstairs there
was a band playing I’d heard
good things about so I persuaded the gang to bypass the
disco and go for the band.
The date was September 30,
1983 and the band in question
was The Smiths, who were
almost a year on from their
first-ever gig in their native
Manchester, another one of
many John Peel favourites
who hadn’t made the big time.
Look back in The Smiths archives and the West Midlands
hadn’t been a happy hunting
ground for the band.
If the university date was
part of a tour that had started
in the August, they had previously turned up before, when
playing a number of unrelated
dates.
On June 2, 1983, they played
at the Cannock Chase Miners
Gala and according to fan
site passions like mine: “This
turned out to be one of the
worst gigs for the band.”
Referring to the background
of the battle between the
Thatcher government and the
unions, the writer continued:
“The Smiths were on stage for
a couple of numbers before
the verbal abuse started,
most of it homophobic and
directed at Morrissey. It was
no surprise that the bottles
and glasses started flying soon
after and the band called it a
night.”
The following evening they
were at The Fighting Cocks in
Birmingham which saw them

play a full set but it was still
described as “a terrible gig”.
Apart from an appearance
shortly afterwards at Warwick
University about which little
is recorded, that was it until
the Birmingham Uni date,
which should have been a
happier prospect with lots of
new students around anxious
to impress. And us.
Now despite two encores,
the website reckons it wasn’t a
great success and, regrettably,
I can add fuel to that fire.
I stayed for the whole set
and encores but after about
two songs, the rest of the
gang, unimpressed by a lead
singer with a bunch of flowers hanging out of his back
pocket, went downstairs to the
free disco.
The Smiths or a disco. They
chose the disco.
With the Dire Straits experience fresh in my memory, I
should have guessed what
would happen next.
In November that year –
just six weeks after the gig
– This Charming Man gave
them a hit and suddenly The
Smiths were the biggest thing
around for students anxious to
impress.
And how did my gang
respond, having turned their
back on Morrissey and the rest
so recently?
They queued up and paid
good money for tickets when
the band returned triumphantly to the Tower Ballroom on
March 20, 1984.
I want to say I told you
so – but I’d rather say enjoy
your nights at The LG, the
Academy and all those other
big venues.
But don’t ignore the band
whose name is written up on
the blackboard outside the pub
round the corner. And take a
close look at the line-up for
freshers’ week when it arrives.
You just never know….

